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Abstract
BACKGROUND 
At present, neuroendoscopy technology has made rapid development, and great 
progress has been made in the operation of lesions in the saddle area of the skull 
base. However, the complications of cerebrospinal fluid and intracranial infection 
after the operation are still important and life-threatening complications, which 
may lead to poor prognosis.

AIM 
To investigate the method of in situ bone flap combined with nasal septum 
mucosal flap for reconstruction of enlarged skull base defect by endonasal 
sphenoidal approach and to discuss its application effect.

METHODS 
Clinical data of 24 patients undergoing transnasal sphenoidal endoscopic 
approach in the Department of Neurosurgery, Affiliated 2 Hospital of Nantong 
University from January 2019 to December 2022 were retrospectively analyzed. 
All patients underwent multi-layer reconstruction of skull base using in situ bone 
flap combined with nasal septum mucosa flap. The incidence of intraoperative 
and postoperative cerebrospinal fluid leakage and intracranial infection were 
analyzed, and the application effect and technical key points of in situ bone flap 
combined with nasal septum mucosa flap for skull base bone reconstruction were 
analyzed.

https://www.f6publishing.com
https://dx.doi.org/10.12998/wjcc.v11.i29.7053
mailto:6841441@163.com
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RESULTS 
There were 5 cases of high flow cerebrospinal fluid (CSF) leakage and 7 cases of low flow CSF leakage. 
Postoperative cerebrospinal fluid leakage occurred in 2 patients (8.3%) and intracranial infection in 2 patients 
(8.3%), which were cured after strict bed rest, continuous drainage of lumbar cistern combined with antibiotic 
treatment, and no secondary surgical repair was required. The patients were followed up for 8 to 36 months after 
the operation, and no delayed cerebrospinal fluid leakage or intracranial infection occurred during the follow-up. 
Computed tomography reconstruction of skull base showed satisfactory reconstruction after surgery.

CONCLUSION 
The use of in situ bone flap combined with vascular pedicled mucous flap to reconstruction of skull base defect 
after endonasal sphenoidal approach under neuroendoscopy has a lower incidence of cerebrospinal fluid leakage 
and lower complications, which has certain advantages and is worthy of clinical promotion.

Key Words: In situ bone flap; Nasal septum mucosa flap; Multilayer reconstruction; Skull base reconstruction; Neuroen-
doscopy; Endonasal sphenoidal approach

©The Author(s) 2023. Published by Baishideng Publishing Group Inc. All rights reserved.

Core Tip: The use of "in situ bone flap" rigid reconstruction technology for the reconstruction of thesellar floor after nasal 
endoscopic surgery, which is an anatomical reduction repair technology, can not only reduce the incidence of postoperative 
cerebrospinal fluid leakage, but also has great advantages, worthy of clinical promotion.

Citation: Qian M, Chen X, Zhang LY, Wang ZF, Zhang Y, Wang XJ. “In situ bone flap” combined with vascular pedicled mucous 
flap to reconstruction of skull base defect. World J Clin Cases 2023; 11(29): 7053-7060
URL: https://www.wjgnet.com/2307-8960/full/v11/i29/7053.htm
DOI: https://dx.doi.org/10.12998/wjcc.v11.i29.7053

INTRODUCTION
At present, neuroendoscopy technology has made rapid development, and great progress has been made in the operation 
of lesions in the saddle area of the skull base. With the continuous improvement of the anatomy of the skull base, the 
continuous popularization of endoscopic technology and the continuous improvement of endoscopic equipment, 
neuroendoscopy has developed from simple operation of pituitary tumor to perisaddle and suprasellar lesions[1-4]. Now, 
neuroendoscopic transnasal approach can carry out a variety of lesions in the sellar region, such as pituitary giant 
adenoma that breaks through the sellar septum and suprasellar craniopharyngioma[5-7]. However, the complications of 
cerebrospinal fluid and intracranial infection after the operation are still important and life-threatening complications, 
which may lead to poor prognosis[8-9]. Postoperative skull base reconstruction, restoration of skull base structure and 
prevention of cerebrospinal fluid leakage and intracranial infection are important problems that must be solved by 
neuroendoscopists[10-13]. At present, many experts have carried out a variety of technical studies on the reconstruction 
of the skull base after neuroendoscopic sellar approach, such as mucosal flap reconstruction, fat reconstruction, fascia lata 
reconstruction and other ways[14-17]. However, a number of studies have pointed out that these skull base recon-
struction techniques have insufficient support and cannot achieve a good skull base support function, and it is necessary 
to carry out bone reconstruction of skull base defect with a commission[16-19]. From January 2019 to December 2022, we 
performed transnasal endoscopic surgery in sellar region, and used in situ bone flap and pedicled mucosal flap to 
perform skull base bone reconstruction for 24 patients with sellar region tumors, and achieved satisfactory results. In this 
study, clinical data of this group were retrospectively analyzed, and are reported as follows.

MATERIALS AND METHODS
Ethics approval and consent to participate
This study was reviewed and approved by the Ethics Committee of Affiliated 2 Hospital of Nantong University. 
Informed consent has been obtained and this investigation has been conducted according to the principles expressed in 
the Declaration of Helsinki. And the authors have obtained written informed consent of all the patients or legal guardian.

Trial design
The study was a retrospective clinical study in patients undergoing neuroendoscopic sellar surgery with in situ bone flap 
combined with vascular pedicled mucosal flap reconstruction. The trial was done and analyzed according to the 
CONSORT guidelines.

https://www.wjgnet.com/2307-8960/full/v11/i29/7053.htm
https://dx.doi.org/10.12998/wjcc.v11.i29.7053
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General data
In the observation group, there were 16 males and 8 females; The average age was (40.1 ± 17.2) years, ranging from 21 to 
67 years. All of them were confirmed by postoperative pathological examination, and the pathological types and distri-
bution of tumors were shown in Table 1.

Surgical methods
In all patients, the skull base was reconstructed using the multi-layer reconstruction technique of the in situ bone flap 
with vascular pedicled mucosal flap. Skull base multi-layer reconstruction technique: The tumor cavity after tumor 
surgery was supported by gelatin sponge or hemostatic gauze (Johnson, United States), and the absorbable artificial 
dura(Tianyifu, China) was laid flat under the dural defect, and the epidural absorbable artificial dura(Tianyifu, China) 
was laid flat, followed by the in-situ bone flap, which covered the nasal mucosa flap. There were 2 patients who did not 
use a pedicled nasal septum mucosa flap, due to the failure to make a suitable mucosal flap during the operation in one, 
and the other case failed to obtain a mucosal flap due to preoperative nasal surgery.

(1) Making "pedicled nasal septum mucosal flap: Making nasal septum mucosal flap with vascular pedicle and placing 
it in the posterior nasal passage for use[16,20]; and (2) Fabrication of in situ bone flap of sellar floor: After grinding the 
anterior wall of sphenoid sinus, the posterior sphenoid platform, tuberculum sellae, sellar floor, bilateral optic neural 
tube, internal carotid artery eminence and other structures were exposed. The margin of the open bone window was 
designed according to the surgical plan. A small emery grinding head (diameter 2.5 mm) was used to gradually thin the 
bone along the internal carotid artery eminance, the root of the optic nerve canal, and the back of the sphenoid bone 
platform to form an "inverted U-shaped bone trough". During this period, the depth of the "bone trough" was checked 
periodically. Then we thin the bone slightly under the situ bone flap of sellar floor. Finally, we grind out a ring of bone 
grooves, carefully push the "fracture" at the top of the bone groove with a small stripper, and then use the peel to lift the 
"inverted U-shaped" bone flap to make the "in situ bone flap". The bone flap was left on the bottom wall of the sphenoid 
sinus for standby application (Figure 1). Intraoperative navigation and Doppler ultrasound are helpful in determining 
bilateral internal carotid artery position.

Postoperative observation and follow-up
The postoperative complications (cerebrospinal fluid leakage, intracranial infection, etc.) were observed. Head computed 
tomography (CT) scan was performed postoperative day to determine the surgical area. Follow-up examination was 
performed 3 mo, 6 mo, once a year later. Periodic telephone follow-up was conducted to see if there were any delayed 
complications associated with skull base reconstruction.

RESULTS
For this group of patients, no significant demographic differences were found in mean age, sex, or medical history and 
presentation of symptoms. Patients in this group were followed for an average of 22.6 mo, ranging from 8 to 36 mo. In 
this study, we mainly studied the methods and procedures of skull base reconstruction, and we have made a full 
description and picture display. In this paper, we did not give too much description and statistics on the vision 
protection, nerve function and endocrine status of patients. There was no statistical analysis on whether the intraop-
erative tumor was complete resection and the final recurrence rate.

In this group, there were 24 patients, 22 of whom were reconstructed with in situ bone flap and pedicled mucosal flap. 
There were 2 patients who did not use a pedicled nasal septum mucosa flap, due to the failure to make a suitable mucosal 
flap during the operation in one, and the other case failed to obtain a mucosal flap due to preoperative nasal surgery. 
There were 5 cases of high flow cerebrospinal fluid (CSF) leakage and 7 cases of low flow CSF leakage. Postoperative 
cerebrospinal fluid leakage occurred in 2 patients (8.3%) and intracranial infection in 2 patients (8.3%), which were cured 
after strict bed rest (one case was in bed for 5 d and the other case for 7 d), continuous drainage of lumbar cistern 
combined with antibiotic treatment, and no secondary surgical repair was required. The patients were followed up for 8 
to 36 mo after the operation (fourteen patients were followed up for more than 24 mo, three were lost, and the rest were 
still being followed up), and no delayed cerebrospinal fluid leakage or intracranial infection occurred during the follow-
up. CT reconstruction of skull base showed satisfactory reconstruction after surgery.

DISCUSSION
The application of neuroendoscopy in neurosurgery has made great progress. At present, neuroendoscopy can be used to 
perform surgery for many diseases, including transcranioscopy and transnasal endoscopy[21-26]. However, the problem 
of skull base reconstruction and cerebrospinal fluid in transnasal neuroendoscopic surgery has always been one of the 
difficult problems for neurosurgeons. With the continuous efforts of neurosurgeons to study various skull base 
reconstruction techniques, the incidence of cerebrospinal fluid leakage has been significantly improved[16,19], including 
vascular pedicled mucosal flap technique[27-30], artificial dura replacement material[31-32], or multi-layer reconstruction 
of autologous fat and fascia lata[16,33]. It has been reported that the incidence of cerebrospinal fluid leakage using the 
nasal septum pedicled mucosal flap technique is less than 5%[16].
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Table 1 Pathological types and distribution of tumors in this group

Pathological type of tumor Number of cases

Pituitary adenoma 17

Craniopharyngioma 4

Rathke cleft cysts 3

Figure 1 Surgical procedure for skull base reconstruction. A: The shape of inverted U was used to open the bottom bone of the saddle; B: Thin the bone 
beneath the bone flap; C: Break above the bone flap, thin bone along the underside, then fold it down; D: Inverted U-shaped flap formation; E: Lower the bone flap 
and place it underneath for use; F: Cut the dural membrane at the base of the saddle; G: The structure of the saddle revealed after the tumor was removed; H: The 
structure of tumor Cavity of the saddle was filled; I: The bone flap is rebacked to reconstruct the sole of the saddle.

However, at present, there are still restrictions in the control of cerebrospinal fluid in different hospitals and regions, 
the incidence is uneven, and the surgical effect is not optimistic. At present, the reconstruction of the skull base after 
neuroendoscopy is still mainly soft reconstruction, and a few of them use rigid reconstruction with alternative materials, 
which has not been well promoted and applied[18,31]. At present, the reconstruction is usually filled with gelatin 
material inside the sella, tile inside the artificial dura, supported by external hemostatic material or covered with mucosal 
flap. In fact, the surgical area is connected with intracranial pressure after operation, especially in patients with 
cerebrospinal fluid leakage, when the intracranial pressure increases with brain pulse/posture/cough, or due to factors 
such as tamponade or displacement of supporting materials and autologous tissue atrophy, the reconstruction is not 
enough to support, cerebrospinal fluid leakage and reconstruction failure, if complicated with intracranial infection, there 
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is a life-threatening risk.
If rigid reconstruction of autogenous material can be achieved, the relative stability will be improved, because rigid 

reconstruction can provide enough mechanical support to achieve near-anatomical "reset". Unlike materials such as 
mucosal flap, hard materials, such as bone materials, are not malleable. The anatomical structure variation of skull base 
bone and the uneven thickness and roughness of skull base bone make it difficult to obtain autorigid material effectively. 
Moreover, even if fixed material is available, it is difficult to fix it, which makes hard repair difficult[31].

Leng et al[12] first proposed the concept of skull base rigid reconstruction in 2008 and proposed gasket seal technology. 
None of the patients who underwent skull base rigid reconstruction had cerebrospinal fluid leakage after surgery and 
achieved good reconstruction results. In addition, many experts have proposed other rigid reconstruction technologies, 
including glass, artificial bone, titanium plate and other technologies. But these technologies also have corresponding 
drawbacks, can not be shaped or installed in place problems.

In view of the above situation, our team further studied the concept of rigid reconstruction, proposed and improved 
the "in situ bone flap technology", designed the bone flap of sellar floor, and made the in situ bone flap with a small 
grinding head under neuroendoscopy. During the operation, the upper and lateral edges of the bone flap were ground 
open, the lower bone was thinned, and then the bone flap was turned down and placed on the floor of the sphenoid 
sinus. After the operation, the bone flap was reconstructed in the sella, and the multi-layer repair method of the nasal 
septum mucosal flap with pedicle was used. All the patients in this group achieved satisfactory reconstruction results, 
two patients had craniocerebral infection after surgery, and were treated with active anti-infection. Postoperative 
cerebrospinal fluid leakage occurred in 2 patients (8.3%), and were cured after strict bed rest, continuous drainage of 
lumbar cistern combined with antibiotic treatment, and no secondary surgical repair was required. Even though there 
were many cases of high-flow cerebrospinal fluid leakage and low-flow cerebrospinal fluid leakage during the operation, 
the reconstruction results were still satisfactory. No complications related to the "in situ flap" were observed during 
postoperative follow-up.

Through the study of this group, we found that the "in situ bone flap" reconstruction technique provides a rigid 
reconstruction of the saddle bottom, and the results are safe and effective. We conclude that the "in situ bone flap" 
technique has the following advantages: (1) The application of this "in situ bone flap" technology, the bone flap comes 
from the operative area, does not need to remove the surgical area, reduces the process of entering and leaving the 
narrow space of the nasal cavity, reduces the damage of the nasal mucosa, and reduces the operation time[34,35]; (2) The 
bone flap is the bone of the surgical site, and the size and shape of the bone flap match the bone window of the skull base, 
which is a kind of anatomical reduction operation and fully meets the requirements of skull base reconstruction[36-39]; 
(3) After rigid bone reconstruction, the anatomical layers are clearly defined, and there are no disadvantages such as 
rejection and foreign body, which greatly reduces adhesion and postoperative scar formation in the operative area , and 
facilitates the expedient healing and re-operation of tumor recurrence[30,40,41]; and (4) Through rigid bone recon-
struction, the direct impact of cerebrospinal fluid on mucosal flap is slowed down, the reconstruction is enhanced, and 
the medium is provided for the growth and adhesion of mucosal flap, which has a positive effect on the fixation and 
survival of mucosal flap after surgery[42,43].

CONCLUSION
In summary, the use of "in situ bone flap" rigid reconstruction technology for the reconstruction of thesellar floor after 
nasal endoscopic surgery, which is an anatomical reduction repair technology, can not only reduce the incidence of 
postoperative cerebrospinal fluid leakage, but also has great advantages, worthy of clinical promotion. At present, the 
number of patients in this group who have been treated with this technique is still small, and the follow-up time is still 
short. Further observation is needed to verify whether there are complications in the follow-up. Cerebrospinal fluid 
leakage after endoscopic nasal approach is an important complication that restricts this surgical method. According to the 
actual situation of the operation, relevant materials and techniques are adopted according to local conditions, and specific 
individual treatment plans are formulated for patients, so as to achieve the best surgical treatment effect.

ARTICLE HIGHLIGHTS
Research background
At present, neuroendoscopy technology has made rapid development, and great progress has been made in the operation 
of lesions in the saddle area of the skull base. However, the complications of cerebrospinal fluid and intracranial infection 
after the operation are still important and life-threatening complications, which may lead to poor prognosis.

Research motivation
At present, cerebrospinal fluid leakage is still one of the difficulties after transnasal endoscopic sellar surgery. Our center 
has also conducted a variety of reconstruction methods for training and clinical use, and this article is a summary of one 
of them.
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Research objectives
To investigate the method of in situ bone flap combined with nasal septum mucosal flap for reconstruction of enlarged 
skull base defect by endonasal sphenoidal approach and to discuss its application effect.

Research methods
Clinical data of 24 patients undergoing transnasal sphenoidal endoscopic approach in the Department of Neurosurgery, 
Affiliated 2 Hospital of Nantong University from January 2019 to December 2022 were retrospectively analyzed. All 
patients underwent multi-layer reconstruction of skull base using in situ bone flap combined with nasal septum mucosa 
flap. The incidence of intraoperative and postoperative cerebrospinal fluid leakage and intracranial infection were 
analyzed, and the application effect and technical key points of in situ bone flap combined with nasal septum mucosa flap 
for skull base bone reconstruction were analyzed.

Research results
There were 5 cases of high flow cerebrospinal fluid (CSF) leakage and 7 cases of low flow CSF leakage. Postoperative 
cerebrospinal fluid leakage occurred in 2 patients (8.3%) and intracranial infection in 2 patients (8.3%), which were cured 
after strict bed rest, continuous drainage of lumbar cistern combined with antibiotic treatment, and no secondary surgical 
repair was required. The patients were followed up for 8 to 36 months after the operation, and no delayed cerebrospinal 
fluid leakage or intracranial infection occurred during the follow-up. Computed tomography reconstruction of skull base 
showed satisfactory reconstruction after surgery.

Research conclusions
In summary, the use of "in situ bone flap" rigid reconstruction technology for the reconstruction of thesellar floor after 
nasal endoscopic surgery, which is an anatomical reduction repair technology, can not only reduce the incidence of 
postoperative cerebrospinal fluid leakage, but also has great advantages, worthy of clinical promotion. At present, the 
number of patients in this group who have been treated with this technique is still small, and the follow-up time is still 
short.

Research perspectives
According to the actual situation of the operation, relevant materials and techniques are adopted according to local 
conditions, and specific individual treatment plans are formulated for patients, so as to achieve the best surgical 
treatment effect.
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